SPECIAL REAPPEAR NOTICE (NON ENGG.) - JULY 2016

The special reappear chance is granted only to the students of passing out (mean the batch who has appeared in the last semester of their regular Examinations in May 2016) / already passed out batches.

The students other than passing out batches shall not be allowed to appear in the special reappear Examination. The passing out students who are having their backlog in various subjects of any semester may apply to the respective schools latest by 23-6-2016.

The students may apply the reappear form already existing for normal reappear examination. The fees for special reappear per subject is Rs. 1000/-.

Dr. I.S. Sandhu
Dean (Examinations)

CC:

1. The Registrar, Chitkara University
2. Assistant Registrar (Examinations)